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Abstract 

In this research investigation, the author lays down a Scheme helps one find the 

‘Degree Of Truth’ of any statement of concern. 

Theory 

For any given ‘Statement’ under investigation for its Degree of Truth, we first 

compute its Primality. We then compute the One Step (Previous) Parent 

Primality such that the Parent Primality when evolved by One Step gives the 

Primality of the Statement under investigation. 

One can check the Degree of Truth of any Statement by noting that True 

Statements Evolve in such a fashion that their Entropy Growth’s Recursion 

Scheme is akin to the Entropy Growth of Recursion Scheme of Time*. In this 

fashion, one can find the Parent Primality, Grand Parent Primality, the Great 

Grand Parent Primality, the Great Great Grand Parent Primality and so on so 

forth and can compute their One Step Evolutions and their Entropies and can 

note the truth of the above fact. 

If the Truth Statement is rigged to show untrue statements as true, we can note  

that the Primality of the Statement under investigation has a lot of Redundant 

Primality. 

If the Truth Detecting Software itself is rigged, again such Software has a lot of 

Redundant Primality. 

*We need to use here, the Recursion Scheme of Time derived using the Nuclear 

Fusion Reactions Field of our Sun, also derived using the Nuclear Fusion 

Reactions Field of a Star, a Galaxy and even a Universe. 

Moral 

Truth Goes The Furthest.  

The Information Of the Primality Of Truth goes the furthest, i.e., it has 

the highest Ingression Power. 
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